
Independent Living Skills Checklist
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Instructions: Below is a long list of independent living skills divided into several categories. Please rate each item based on what you can do fine without support, what you need to practice, 
what you plan on starting, what you need support with, and what doesn’t apply to you.



General Life Skills
Can 

Do 

Already

Needs 
More 

Practice

Plan to 
Start

Ongoing 
Support 
Needed

N/A

I brush my teeth daily


I shower daily with shampoo, conditioner, and soap


I wash my hair


I use deodorant daily


I brush/comb my hair


I shave as needed


I can dress myself


I choose the clothes I wear


I know what clothes to wear based on the occasion or weather


I know how to use and update cell phones


I can use and follow my alarm clock


I wash my hands and use sanitizers after using the bathroom or 
before eating


I can make my own life decisions confidently



Emergency and Safety Skills

Nutrition and Dietary Skills

I take note of fire exits and know what to do in case of fires/
earthquakes


I know how to use a fire extinguisher


I know how and when to contact emergency services


I know how to interact with law enforcement


I know what to do when I get locked out of my own house


I know how to clean and unclog toilets


I know how to treat minor wounds on my own


I don’t open my door to strangers


I lock all my household doors when necessary, especially if I’m 
stepping out


I turn off the stove after use


I avoid cars moving in parking lots


I know who to trust when I need emergency help


I know how to build a grocery list based on my dietary needs and 
preferences


I know the difference between healthy and unhealthy foods and 
drinks



Money and Financial Planning Skills

I can tell when food or drinks have passed their expiration date


I know what a balanced diet is


I know how to read nutritional values


I know how to measure nutritional values of my meal servings and 
snacks

I understand the value of coins and currency


I know how to open a bank account


I know how to check bank statements


I know how to pay using cash, credit cards, or payment apps


I’m responsible with credit card usage


I understand what it means to have a good credit history and score


I know how to use ATMs


I know how to compare prices


I know how to make budget plans


I understand the difference between wants and needs


I know the limits of my bank account and possible benefits I can get


I know how to read payslips




Healthcare Skills

I know how to file my taxes or know how to hire someone to do them for me


I know what the implications of debt are


I am cognizant of when I should pay my bills and pay on time


I know the dosage of medicine I’m supposed to take


I can take medication without supervision


I know how to get my prescriptions refilled


I take essential vitamins


I understand the importance of vaccines


I make it a point to get vaccinated


I keep a calendar of all my medical appointments


I keep a calendar of all my therapy, counseling, or life coaching 
appointments


I know what my height and weight are


I know how to read thermometer results


I know how to take my own blood pressure and read the results


I know what to do whenever I have common health problems


I am considerate and know when I have to quarantine


I know how to reach and communicate with healthcare providers





Sexual Health Skills

I know how to label body parts with their correct terms


I understand the importance of consent, and that no means no


I know how to recognize consent


I know how to give consent


I understand the importance of birth control


I know where to procure birth control products/contraceptives


I know the difference between private and public behavior


I know the difference between private and public spaces


Interpersonal and Social Skills

I know how to introduce myself to others


I know how to introduce people to other people


I know how to engage in back and forth conversations


I know how to maintain personal space


I know how to ask for help


I’m courteous and considerate of others


I know how to resolve conflict


I know how to ask for help to resolve conflict


I know how to take turns



I know how to say no


I can accept no for an answer


I know when to interject or interrupt respectfully


I know of healthy ways of expressing anger and frustration


I can read the room


I know the difference between passive, aggressive, and assertive 
communication


Kitchen Skills

I know how to cook and prepare meals for myself and others


I know how to plan my meals daily


I can follow simple recipes


I can follow complex recipes


I know how to use cooking utensils properly


I know how to use kitchen appliances properly


I know how to wash dishes, utensils, and silverware


I know how to load and unload the dishwasher


I know how to clean the kitchen

I know how to put dirty clothes in the hamper or an appropriate 
container

Laundry Skills



I know how to segregate clothing before doing the laundry


I know how to operate a washer and dryer


I know how to use laundry detergent


I know how to clean lint after each drying cycle


I know how to fold clothes


I know how to arrange clothes in a closet or drawer neatly


I know how to hang clothes out for the sunlight

Other Household Skills

I know how to clean my room thoroughly


I know how to clean other rooms thoroughly


I know how to clean the bathroom


I fix my bed after waking up


I know how to place items back in their proper locations


I know how to repair things or how to hire repair persons


I pick up and dispose of the trash routinely


I know how to segregate trash


I know how to use the vacuum cleaner


I know how to sweep, mop, and disinfect the floor





I know how to get around by walking


I can read maps well


I know how to ride public transportation


I know how to maintain alertness in unfamiliar, sketchy, and 
supposedly dangerous places


I wear seatbelts when I ride or drive cars


I look both ways before crossing the street


I know when to update or renew essential identification documents


I know how to order from a menu


I know how to process mail at post offices or courier services


I know how to avail of bank services


I know how to and where to vote


Community Skills

Housing Skills

I know how to look for housing


I understand basic terms like lease, sublet, studio, tenant, tenancy 
agreement and managing agent


I know how to communicate with landlords or real estate agents


I know how to pick houses or apartments based on my purchasing 
power and needs



I know how to fill out rental applications or tenancy agreements


I follow rental home rules and regulations

Employment Skills

I know how to look for work using the internet, job agencies, and 
newspaper ads


I know how to gauge job requirements based on my skills and 
experience


I know how to build a resume and write cover letters


I know how to prepare for job interviews


I know exactly what to say during job interviews


I know how to follow up on job applications


I know how to negotiate my salary


I understand my rights and limitations as an employee


I know how to conduct myself properly and professionally in 
workplace environments


I know how to get to work on time


I can follow dress codes at work


I can take criticism


I can tell the difference between constructive criticism and bullying


I know how to resign from my position with grace so I can still get 
good character references





I know how to escalate problems to relevant parties

Legal Rights and Responsibilities

I am aware of what my rights are if I get arrested


I know who to complain to if I’m discriminated against


I know where to get legal certificates or ask help from people to 
obtain them


I know the legal age requirement for alcohol and tobacco


I know what the age of consent is


I know how to register for the ability to vote


I know the penalties for common crimes and misdemeanors


I know where and how to get legal services


I know how to conduct myself in court
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